
JOCKEY SIGN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1

Lay jockey statue horizontal(on its back) on a 
blanket with base panel facing up for easier in-
stallation. 
Installing the sign while the jockey is vertical
(standing up) is OK too.

Clean base panel with windex or dishwashing 
soap and let dry.  If base panel paint is chipped 
or loose, touch up as necessary and let paint dry 
at least a week before installing sign.

Experiment with central placement of sign on 
clean base panel to visualize the best look.

Do not install sign below the bottom edge 
of the base panel so it scrapes the ground.  

Remove contents of installation kit and set aside.  

STEP 2

Handy tack is provided to hold sign in place 
while silicone adhesive dries, and to act as 
“filler” for the recess panel area behind the sign.

Rip tack stick into 3 equal pieces and smudge 
in center area of recess panel.

STEP 3

Using pointy side of cap, puncture metal seal
of silicone tube. An applicator attachment
is provided but is not necessary. 



STEP 4

Set sign with back face up on blanket and squeeze a thick bead of silicone about 1/4”-3/8” high around 
the edges in a zig zag fashion. Keep the bulk of the bead about 1” away from the edge of the sign and 
leave about a 1/2”-3/4”  border area with no silicone. The objective is to make a thick enough bead to 
attach the sign to the recess panel yet prevent excess silicone from squishing out along the edges.  

STEP 5

Carefully apply sign to the 
base panel.

With sign centered, gently 
move sign back and forth 
slightly and push inwards 
around edges so the sili-
cone bead flows into the 
recess panel area. If sili-
cone is coming out around 
edges you are pushing too 
hard.

Once sign is centered and 
relatively flat against the 
base panel, gently push 
down in the center area  of 
sign so sign sticks to the 
handy tack you have in-
stalled there. This will hold 
sign in place while the ad-
hesive dries.   



STEP 6

Make one last check to make sure sign is centered and flat as possible(now bowed) against the base panel. 

Make final adjustments if necessary. If any excess silicone has squirted out along the edges of the sign or 
has spilled on the front of the sign, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE IT WHILE WET. Silicone dries 
hard in 24 hours and then can easily be peeled off with fingers or carefully cut with a razor(do not apply 
razor or sharp objects to surface of plastic sign).  
  
Let sign dry 24 hours. 

ALL DONE!


